The Media Audit
Software
Annual Consumer Buying Power


The Media Audit Software…can provide competitive media analyses that no other media
software program can easily duplicate…and which is the most user friendly software program
of any qualitative media software program available anywhere.
 Annual Consumer Buying Power can be used to...
▫ Replace or add to transactional business with revenues from local advertisers
▫ Appeal to local advertisers interest in revenue potential
▫ Present your medium in simple retailer terms of...
·
Their Customers
·
Average dollars spent by a given customer base
·
Total dollars spent on a given category
·
Return on Investment

The Media Audit’s Annual Consumer Buying Power report, founded on the Bureau of Labor
Statistics surveys, is the retail shopping cart of your market. It covers hundreds of categories
from bread to women’s accessories to pest control to vitamins. In the automotive category, it
shows what your medium will deliver in major aftermarket segments from brakes to body shops,
from tune-ups to tires.

The automotive analysis above is something that could be taken to an automobile dealer to show
them how many dollars your media accounts for in the automotive aftermarket for each of the
nine categories covered in this analysis.
But that obscures your ability to involve the dealer as a participant in the evaluation of your
media’s value to his business in building revenue in increasing his Return On Assets by investing
in an advertising schedule with your media.
One of the key values of The Annual Consumer Buying Power from The Media Audit...
 It ties your media into virtually every one of the hundreds of categories covered in this
report.
 The only thing missing from the analysis above...
▫ Return on Investment...
▫ Which can be used to get appointments with retailers in your market.
 A key value that ACBP (Annual Consumer Buying Power) gives you is information that
you can use to get a meeting with a prospect.
▫ Retailers understand ROI (Return On Investment)
▫ The Media Audit’s ACBP program includes a software program that talks to retailers
in terms that they can relate to regarding their ROI.

Specificity for a given target audience regarding the potential ROI a given advertiser can gain via
your media will improve the probability of closing the sale. How?
 Involve retail prospects by asking them to insert their estimates via the ACBP budget
calculator for...
 Gross Profit
 Profit Margin...
 And the percent they will invest in your media....in this case a local media website






Note the white boxes in the above analysis. These are the estimates that you would ask
a prospective retailer to estimate for his or her business.
The bold face numbers printed in black are the result of the prospect’s estimates for...
▫ Gross Margin %
▫ The % of the target audience exposed to the prospect’s ad campaign who have a
high probability of becoming the prospect’s customers
▫ The % of the gross margin allocated to advertising
These estimates should produce a Total Gross Revenue Per Year of $1,632,141...if the
prospect’s estimates are close in their predictive accuracy.

The Annual Consumer Buying Power is...
 A new way to build direct business
 Research insight into local businesses
 A new approach to get retail appointments
 An ROI approach to accelerate closing sales

